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Motivation

Chemical Combustion

0.1 Motivation

Having now seen what it takes to move beyond Earth and
around the Solar System, we may start to see the limits
of the old, faithful chemical propulsion systems. With the
highest performance practical propellant system, LO2 and
LH2, we might achieve a vacuum specific impulse of around
450 seconds. Even if we are willing to tolerate all that goes
along with dealing with deep cryogens for in-space propul-
sion, this performance is still severly limiting from a mission
mass perspective as can be seen in Table 0.1.

Mission DV Required mL

mi

LEO to GEO 4 km/sec 0.32
LEO to Lunar Orbit 4 km/sec 0.32
LEO to Low Mars Orbit 6.6 km/sec 0.14
LEO to Moon Surface 6-6.5 km/sec 0.14
LEO to Mars Surface 10.7 km/sec1 0.002

Table 0.1: Approximate mission DV for extra-LEO mis-
sions. Assumes LOX+LH2 propellant, structural mass frac-
tion of 9%

This is probably the biggest hurdle to a manned Mars mis-
sion - even though it is possible to achieve the required DV

with chemical propellants, the payload delivered to surface
is a tiny fraction of the mass we put in LEO to start (0.2%).
Furthermore, this is for the minimum energy trajectory which
takes nearly 200 days even with the best alignment of Earth
and Mars. For these travel durations, many other things
become difficult - consumables add to mission mass and as-
tronaut radiation exposure becomes a real concern.

For these reasons, many believe that moving about the
solar system more routinely will require different methods.
The method we will discuss here is Electric Propulsion.

1Since Mars has an atmosphere, aerobraking can be used, reducing
this number somewhat

0.2 What is Electric Propulsion?

Electric propulsion is a pretty broad term and essentially
means any propulsion technology that relies on electrical
energy as the primary means to accelerate its exhaust gasses.
Given the arguments in favor of chemical energy that we
discussed in the combustion lectures, why would anyone do
such a thing?2 The answer is that while dense, chemical
combustion couples the energy source with the working fluid
and thus the amount of energy we have availble is strictly
limited by how much propellant we bring along. Propellant
means mass and then we’re up against the tyranny of the
rocket equation.

Given
DV = C ln

mi

m f

and
C

2 =
Pinh

ṁ

it follows that for any rocket system

DV ⇠
r

hPin

ṁ
. (1)

In the case of chemical, gasdynamic rockets P and ṁ are
related

Pin = ṁDHrxn

and h is a function of a number of things including Mw, g
and system pressures as we discussed in the lecture on rocket
performance. And so for chemical propulsion we arrive at

DVchem ⇠
q

DHrxnhth(g, Mw, . . .) (2)

Note here that we really don’t care what the input power
is because it is directly related to other, more fundamental
aspects of the chemistry and combustion.

If the energy source is independent of the working fluid
(going back to Equation (1)), we can scale them separately
and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance

2Remember that batteries have 25⇥ lower energy density, 4 order
of magnitude lower power-density and are much, much better than
in-space sources like solar!
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Technology Isp (s) Exhaust Velocity (m/s)

Nuclear Fusion 10,000 - 50,000+ 98,000 - 490,000+
Electric Propulsion 1,000 - 10,000 9,800 - 98,000
Nuclear Thermal (fission) 600 - 1,000 5,900 - 9,800
Beamed Thermal (microwave / laser) 600 - 1,000 5,900 - 9,800
Bipropellant Chemical Propulsion 200 - 500 2,000 - 4,900
Monopropellant Chemical Propulsion 100 - 250 980 - 2,450
Cold Gas Propulsion 10 - 120 100 - 1,150

Table 0.1: Table 1 - Representative effective exhaust velocities for different propulsion technologies

The effect of g on c
⇤ is a bit more subtle. g is fundamen-

tally related to the number of vibratory degrees of freedom
a molecule has. For monatomic systems (such as helium or
atomic hydrogen) g assymptotes to an upper limit of 1.66.
For most simple diatoms (nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen) it is
around 1.4 and for larger molecules or those with more com-
plex bonding it is lower. For the conditions we are interested
in within a rocket, we wouldn’t expect to find g much lower
than 1.1.

Figure 0.2: c
⇤ shows only a weak dependence on g

The plot below shows the effect of g on c
⇤ which is fairly

limited compared with Tt and Mw. And so if you take one
thing away from this discussion, remember that

c
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s
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0.4 Cf

Ok, that’s interesting, but for the purposes of rocket perfor-
mance we want C not c

⇤. Take a look at the definition of
c
⇤ and it looks a lot like our definition of effective velocity

and specific impulse above:

c
⇤ =

Pt A
⇤

ṁ
⇠ T

ṁ
= C (12)

and indeed c
⇤ and C are closely related.

In order to see how, let’s define another new parameter,
Cf that related thrust to the nozzle throat area and rocket
total pressure:

Cf =
T

Pt A⇤ (13)

In prose this says:

Cf represents the amount of thrust a rocket can

produce given the stagnation pressure of its pro-

pellants and a useful characteristic fluid area - the

choked area of its nozzle.

Stated differently it is a measure of how effectively we
take the stagnation pressure we generate in the chamber
and turn it into thrust.

And since c
⇤ is also defined by chamber pressure and noz-

zle throat area, Cf becomes the connection between C and
c
⇤:

C =
T

ṁ
=

Cf Pt A
⇤

ṁ
= Cf c

⇤ (14)

But why split C into Cf and c
⇤ this way?

Remember that c
⇤ represents the potential of the rocket

propellants themselves to create thrust and essentially de-
pends exclusively on the thermodynamic characteristics of
those propellants. Cf represents how well our nozzle can
convert the propellant’s latent utility into real thrust and
thus depends almost exclusively on the physical nature of
our nozzle. And so as we go about maximizing C, we can
divide that into two separate problems - one of picking pro-
pellants (c

⇤) and the other of chosing system pressures and
nozzle geometry (Cf ).

Since the primary role of the nozzle is to convert gasses
into thrust Cf can also be seen as a measure of the "good-
ness" of the nozzle. It is called thrust coefficient.

Cf can be expanded from its definition above:
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Having now seen what it takes to move beyond Earth and
around the Solar System, we may start to see the limits
of the old, faithful chemical propulsion systems. With the
highest performance practical propellant system, LO2 and
LH2, we might achieve a vacuum specific impulse of around
450 seconds. Even if we are willing to tolerate all that goes
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with chemical propellants, the payload delivered to surface
is a tiny fraction of the mass we put in LEO to start (0.2%).
Furthermore, this is for the minimum energy trajectory which
takes nearly 200 days even with the best alignment of Earth
and Mars. For these travel durations, many other things
become difficult - consumables add to mission mass and as-
tronaut radiation exposure becomes a real concern.
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The method we will discuss here is Electric Propulsion.
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Note here that we really don’t care what the input power
is because it is directly related to other, more fundamental
aspects of the chemistry and combustion.

If the energy source is independent of the working fluid
(going back to Equation (1)), we can scale them separately
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For a chemical propellant Ep ∝ mp
Can we free this coupling?
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What is Electric Propulsion?

Electric Propulsion is a rich subject, and we 
can only scratch the surface in AA103

Apollo Fusion Hall Thruster

‣ Propulsion systems that utilize an 
external, electrical energy source to 
accelerate the propellant 

‣ In some cases, the operating principles 
are very similar to cold gas & chemical 

‣ In most interesting cases, fundamentally 
different physics are involved



What is Electric Propulsion?

Each component has intrinsic properties 
that heavily influence system performance

Power 
Processing 

Unit

Power 
Source

ThrusterPropellant

Neutralizer



EP History parallels Rocket History

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2010

Tsiolkovsky first 
writes about EP

Goddard 
postulates use 
of relativistic 
electrons for 
propulsion

Goddard 
patents 

electrostatic 
thruster

Braun 
invents 

CRT

Oberth publishes The 
Electrical Spaceship (tr.)

Stuhlinger publishes 
seminal EP paper

SERT-1 launched

SPT-50 
demonstrated 
aboard Soviet 

Meteor satellite

Deep Space-1 
Launched

First commercial 
GEO w/ Hall Thruster

USSR launches 
nuclear electric radar 
satellite (Plazma-A)



Three hinderances to development

‣ Lower priority than chemical propulsion 
- In-space use only, not useful for missiles or space launch 
- Required mature space access to be of use 

‣ Technical limitations of on-orbit power  
generation 
- Low efficiency solar cells and heavy, inefficient power  

conversion 
- Political concerns around space-based nuclear power 

‣ Early Western focus on Kaufman Ion engines at the 
expense of Hall Thrusters and others 
- Less mission utility for the high power, high Isp, low thrust Kaufman engines

All of these factors have fundamentally changed in recent years



Visual History of EP Use
Review of
Scientific Instruments REVIEW scitation.org/journal/rsi

FIG. 2. (a) Chronicle of the use of arcjets, resistojets, ion thrusters, and Hall thrusters between 1981 and 2018 in the geosynchronous orbit. (b) Distribution of the thruster
types among the mission types GSO, LEO, Deep Space, and small satellites (data taken from Ref. 46). It can be seen that, on the one hand, Hall thrusters and ion thrusters
have become the preferred EP systems in recent years. There has also been a steady increase in the use of EP systems and a recent rise in the number of EP systems
employed on small satellites. The high number of LEO satellites in 1997/98 can be traced back to the Iridium constellation.47

the radiation belts, had to be employed already at an earlier stage
of the mission.51 Another demonstration of the powerful capacity of
EP for EORwas the lunar probe SMART-1.52–55 This small spacecraft
(launch mass 367 kg), designed by the Swedish Space Cooperation,
was launched on an Ariane 5 rocket on September 27, 2003, as a
technology demonstrator. It was transported to theMoon on a spiral
orbit within 13 months from GTO solely with its solar electric pri-
mary propulsion system using a single HET (PPS-1350). The PPS-
1350 was operated with xenon as the propellant (propellant mass of
82.5 kg stored at a pressure of 150 bars) and provided a thrust of
70 mN and an Isp of 1600 s and required 1.2 kW of power. After
orbiting the Moon for almost two years, it impacted on the Moon’s
surface as planned on September 3, 2006.

The use of electric thrusters for LEO missions, apart from the
Iridium satellites, is not established yet. However, since the Starlink
constellation of SpaceX adopted HETs using krypton as the propel-
lant for orbit and attitude control, it may be anticipated that the
number of LEO satellites using EP will soon increase drastically.
Moreover, there are interesting prospects for CubeSats as demon-
strated, for example, by the picosatellite UWE-4 (mass of 1 kg),
designed by the University of Würzburg and launched with a Soyuz
rocket in 2018, using a small field-effect electric propulsion (FEEP)
thruster for orbit control. Another interesting application of EP in
LEO is given by the GOCE mission where EP was used for atmo-
spheric drag compensation.56,57 The low flying ESA satellite in a

sun-synchronous circular orbit at 255 km was launched on March
17, 2009, and deorbited on October 21, 2013. Its goal was to map the
Earth’s gravity field in detail using accelerometers. The continuously
operating ion propulsion system compensated the air drag in the low
orbit without vibrations, allowing the high-precision measurements
to be performed. The EP system consisted of two QinetiQ Kaufman
type ion thrusters operated with xenon (40 kg), producing a real time
adjustable thrust between 1 mN and 20 mN.

Another important application field for EP are deep space mis-
sions for exploration and fundamental research. The first mission of
this type was Deep Space 1 in 1998, which besides technology tests
encountered and observed the asteroid (9969) Braille and the comet
19P/Borrelly.58,59 One of the most important mission goals was the
test of the NSTAR (NASA Solar Technology Application Readiness)
ion engine providing a thrust of 20 mN–90 mN, which was ignited
more than 200 times and run in total for more than 16 000 h, con-
suming 72 kg of xenon. The proven reliability of this thruster was
crucial for the decision to use it for the deep space mission Dawn.
The NASA space probe Dawn was an exploratory mission to the
asteroid belt for investigating the asteroid Vesta and the dwarf planet
Ceres.60 Dawn is still the only spacecraft entering orbits around two
celestial bodies besides Earth. It was launched on September 26,
2007, with a Delta rocket. After reaching the second cosmic velocity,
the three NSTAR xenon ion thrusters were ignited. The advantage of
EP for this mission was the precisemaneuverability allowing to assist

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 91, 061101 (2020); doi: 10.1063/5.0010134 91, 061101-7
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.

0.3 System-level performance
considerations

Given the propulsive efficiency defined as

hp =
1
2 ṁC

2

Pin

for thrusters with negligible exhaust pressure so that C =
Ue.

Remembering
T = ṁC

we arrive at
T =

2hpPin

C
(3)

Thus for any thruster we note that there is a relationship be-
tween thrust, propulsive efficiency, input power and exhaust
velocity (or specific impulse):

T

Pin

=
2hp

C
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2hp

g0 Isp

(4)

For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
mp

tb

and combining the above we arrive at

mpp =
mpC

2

2ahptb

(5)

This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.

Noting that the total initial system mass mi is

mi = ml + mp + mpp = ml + mp
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see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.

0.3 System-level performance
considerations

Given the propulsive efficiency defined as
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For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
mp
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This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.
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For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
mp
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and combining the above we arrive at
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This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.
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For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
mp
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and combining the above we arrive at
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This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.

Noting that the total initial system mass mi is
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.
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For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
mp
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and combining the above we arrive at

mpp =
mpC
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This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.

Noting that the total initial system mass mi is
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.

0.3 System-level performance
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For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
mp
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and combining the above we arrive at

mpp =
mpC
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This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.

Noting that the total initial system mass mi is
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.
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For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
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and combining the above we arrive at
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This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.
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For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
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This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.
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The grouping 2ahptb is clearly an important one. Consider-
ing units, we can define this as the square of a charcateristic
speed such that

vc =
q

2ahptb (7)

Stuhlinger Velocity is upper 
bound of achievable ∆V
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FIGURE 17–3. Normalized vehicle velocity increment as a function of normalized exhaust
velocity for various payload fractionswith negligible inert mass of propellant tanks. The optima
of each curve are connected by a line that represents Eq. 17–9.

As indicated in Chapter 19 and elsewhere, this trend is generally true for all rocket
propulsion systems and leads to the statement that, for a given mission, theoretically
there is an optimum range of speci!c impulse that maximizes !u"!c and thus a most
favorable propulsion system design. The peak of each curve in Fig. 17–3 is nicely
bracketed by the ranges !u"!c ! 0.805 and 0.505 ! !"!c ! 1.0. This means that for
any given electric propulsion system an optimum operating time t#p will be nearly
proportional to the square of the total required change in vehicle velocity and thus
large !u$s would correspond to very long mission times. Moreover, the optimum
speci!c impulse I#s is nearly proportional to !u so that large vehicle velocity changes
would necessitate proportionately high speci!c impulses.

The peak in the curves of Fig. 17–3 may be found from Eq. 17–7 as

! !
!u

"
(e!u"! % 1) % 1

2

!!c
!

"2
% 1

2
= 0 (17–9)

This relates !u, !, and !c to maximum payload fraction (see Ref. 17–2).
All equations quoted so far apply equally to the three fundamental types of elec-

tric rocket systems. The only engine parameters necessary are the overall ef!ciency,
which ranges from 0.4 to 0.8 in well-designed electric propulsion units, and ",which
varies more broadly.

One dif!culty with the above formulation is that the equations are undercon-
strained in that in traveling down the optimum curve too many parameters need to
be independently assigned. Additionally, results need to be validated with respect
to overall mission constraints. We will return to this topic in Section 17.4 where we
extend and re!ne the optimization results shown above.
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ml /mi

‣ There exists an 
optimum specific 
impulse for missions 

‣ Optimal specific 
impulse is roughly 
proportional to ∆V 

‣ Mission time and 
thruster power scale 
like ∆V2
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and perhaps achieve a more optimal result. For instance
solar, while not dense in power, is essentially unlimited in
total mission energy. And nuclear fission may offer 3-4 ⇥
the energy density of the best chemical propellants.

Secondly, but separating the energy source from the work-
ing fluid we somewhat remove the shackles of equillibrium
gas-dynamics and the second law of thermodynamics. Re-
member that in chemical propulsion we throw as much as
half or more of our energy away as unavailable thermal en-
ergy. And that the achievable exhaust velocity is strictly
tied to the molecular weight of the propellants we choose.
Neither of these are necessarily true if we separate working
fluid from energy.

In general we find that electric propulsion comes in three
basic forms:

• Electrothermal - Gasses are heated electrically and
then expanded through a gasdynamic nozzle, much like
chemical propulsion.

• Electrostatic - Electrostatic body forces (Coulomb
forces) accelerate charged ions to high velocities

• Electromagnetic - Ionized gasses accelerated by the
interaction of external magnetic fields with the induced
fields associated with plasma currents

At first blush electrothermal propulsion doesn’t sound like
much improvement over chemical. However, much higher
temperatures may be achieved in an electrothermal thruster
due to our ability to adjust how much energy / mass we
put in the working fluid. Furthermore we may chose a work-
ing fluid with low molecular weight (say hydrogen) without
concern for where we get the chemical energy to go with
it. Finally in the case of arcjets (which will be discussed
shortly), the heated gasses may be highly anisotropic and
non-equillibrium and thus not limited by second-law consid-
erations.

Electrothermal systems are relatively straightforward and
were developed earlier than electrostatic and electromag-
netic. However the latter two have higher performance po-
tential and have matured substantially over the last 30 years.
The future is definitely in these two technologies.

0.3 System-level performance
considerations

Given the propulsive efficiency defined as

hp =
1
2 ṁC

2

Pin

for thrusters with negligible exhaust pressure so that C =
Ue.

Remembering
T = ṁC

we arrive at
T =

2hpPin

C
(3)

Thus for any thruster we note that there is a relationship be-
tween thrust, propulsive efficiency, input power and exhaust
velocity (or specific impulse):

T

Pin

=
2hp

C
=

2hp

g0 Isp

(4)

For electric thrusters, the input power is delivered from an
external source. The source itself and the associated power
conversion or conditioning systems all have mass and in gen-
eral that mass scales directly with power.

Pin = ampp

where mpp this the mass of the power systems and other
masses that scale with with power. a is the system specific
power density in W/kg.

If we assume a constant mass flowrate system

ṁp =
mp

tb

and combining the above we arrive at

mpp =
mpC

2

2ahptb

(5)

This leads us to the observation that there is no free lunch
- if we want a higher specific impulse we must either accept
a hit on thrust or accept a dry mass penalty in our system.
Since dry mass directly impacts DV through the rocket equa-
tion, it is not obvious that this is a good thing. We will also
see later that in real mission analysis, very small thrusts have
other penalties.

Noting that the total initial system mass mi is

mi = ml + mp + mpp = ml + mp


1 +

C
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�
.

We can now write the rocket equation

DV = C ln

0

@
ml + mp
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Solving for the payload fraction

ml

mi

=
1 �

h
e

DV/C � 1
i

C
2/

�
2ahptb

�

eDV/C
(6)

The grouping 2ahptb is clearly an important one. Consider-
ing units, we can define this as the square of a charcateristic
speed such that

vc =
q

2ahptb (7)

For mission ∆V of O(10 km/sec), 
we would like thrusters with 

specific impulse > 1,000 s

Source: Sutton, Rocket 
Propulsion Elements



Low-thrust Trajectories

Long, low-thrust burns are 
sub-optimal from an orbital 
dynamics perspective

4

are di↵erent, however, and that di↵erence is the second maneuver �V2 which is again in the velocity

direction and circularizes the orbit. The Hohmann transfer can be performed in reverse to move

to a smaller circular orbit by redirecting �V1 and �V2 against the velocity vector.

Figure 1.2: An example Hohmann transfer.

The fuel requirement for a given �V follows another famous result, Tsiolkovsky’s rocket

equation,

�V = Ispg0 ln
m0

mf

, (1.1)

where Isp is the specific impulse of the propulsion system, g0 is the acceleration due to gravity at

sea level, m0 is the initial mass before the �V and mf is the mass after the �V . The propellant

mass mp is simply the di↵erence, mp = m0 � mf . The specific impulse is a dimensional ratio,

standardly in seconds, that measures how e↵ectively the propulsion system uses the propellant

mass to produce thrust.

Isp =
T

ṁg0
(1.2)

In Equation 1.2, T is the thrust and ṁ is the mass flow rate. For two engines with the same mass
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�V . The duration of a low-thrust finite burn may span the entirety of a transfer. An example

continuous-thrust transfer is illustrated in Figure 1.3 with thrust vectors shown that are aligned

with the velocity direction. This steering approach leads the spacecraft to the target circular or-

bit radius but with an error in eccentricity. Reaching the target orbit with zero eccentricity and

in optimal time requires an oscillating steering angle with increasing amplitude throughout the

transfer [6, 7].

Figure 1.3: An example low-thrust spiral.

While the Hohmann transfer spans one half of one revolution, the example low-thrust transfer

in Figure 1.3 spans five and a half revolutions. The necessary finite burn duration surpasses the

orbital period so that a spiral trajectory occurs. Even more revolutions would be required with a

lower thrust level or with coast arcs, but with the possibility to increase the final mass delivered

to the target orbit. At just five and a half revolutions, the task of choosing the thrust optimally

Ref: Aziz Thesis

Circular-to-circular 
transfer (approximate)

Depending on mission, non-
impulsive maneuvers may 

incur small or large penalties

https://ccar.colorado.edu/scheeres/scheeres/assets/Theses%20and%20Abstracts/aziz_dissertation.pdf


Thruster Types

Types
Specific 
Impulse

Power 
(Efficiency)

Thrust 
Density

Maturity

Electrothermal
Resistojet, 

Arcjet 200 s → 1,000 s
102 → 104 W 

(25% → 90%)
101 → 102 N/m2 Operational / 

Mature

Electrostatic
Ion,  

Hall Effect
1,000 s → 

8,000 s
102 → 105 W 
20% → 80% 101 → 102 N/m2 Operational / 

Developing

Electromagnetic
MPD, 
PPT

5,000 s → 
20,000+ s

104 → 106 W 
20% → 40% 102 → 104 N/m2

Research (High 
perf.) 

Operational (low 
perf.)

Chemical 100 s → 450 s
102 → 109 W 
20% → 50% 105 → 106 N/m2 Operational
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Resistojets
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FIGURE 1 Photograph and schematic of a flight-ready hydrazine
resistojet. [Courtesy of the Primex Corporation.]

of the propellant flow through the heating chamber must
reach temperatures as high as 10,000!K, while being re-
strained from direct contact with the chamber and nozzle
walls. Thus, steep radial gradients in temperature must be
sustained, which renders the entire flow pattern explicitly
two-dimensional. The most effective and straightforward
means for achieving such profiles is by passing an elec-
tric arc directly through the chamber in some appropriate
geometry. Figure 2 shows a diagram and a photograph of
a prototypical thruster of this class, commonly called an
electrothermal arcjet. Direct currents of tens or hundreds
of amperes are passed through the gas flow between an
upstream conical cathode and a downstream annular an-
ode integral to the exhaust nozzle, generating a tightly
constricted arc column that reaches temperatures of sev-
eral tens of thousands of degrees on its axis. The incom-
ing propellant is usually injected tangentially, then swirls
around, along, and through this arc, expanding in the an-
ode/nozzle to average velocities of tens of thousands of
meters per second. Properly designed and operated, the

chamber and nozzle walls remain tolerably cool under the
steep radial gradients, and even the arc attachment regions
on the cathode and anode are somewhat protected by the
electrode sheath processes, even though the cathode tip
must reach incandescent temperatures to provide the req-
uisite thermionic emission of electron current.

Analytical models of thrusters of this type usually repre-
sent the arc in three segments: a cathode fall region, which
functions to heat the cathode tip and extract electrons from
it; an arc column, wherein ohmic heating hboxsustains the
necessary ionization against interior recombination and
radiation losses; and an anode fall region, wherein the arc
terminates in a diffuse annular attachment on the diverg-
ing nozzle wall, depositing thermal electron energy into
the body of the thruster. Heating of the propellant actually
occurs in two important modes: by direct passage of a core
portion of the flow through the arc itself, and by conduc-
tion and convection to the outer flow from the chamber and
nozzle walls, which themselves have been heated by radi-
ation from the arc column and by the anode attachment.
This latter, regenerative component rescues the efficiency
of the thruster somewhat from the detrimental frozen flow
losses associated with the failure of the hottest portion of
the core flow to recover much of the energy invested in its
ionization and dissociation. Aside from these frozen flow
losses, the efficiency also suffers from viscous effects,
nonuniform heat addition across the flow, and heat depo-
sition in the near-electrode regions due to voltage drops
in the electrode sheaths.

Arcjets on contemporary operational flights typically
use catalytically decomposed hydrazine as propellant and
operate at a power level of about 1.5 kW with an ex-
haust velocity between 5000 and 6000 m/sec and an effi-
ciency up to 40%. While ammonia, by virtue of its lower
molecular mass, can offer an exhaust velocity as high
as 9000 m/sec at the same power levels, the associated
complexity of the mass feeding system favors the use of

FIGURE 2 Photograph and schematic of a 1.5-kW arcjet in
operation. [Courtesy of the Primex Corporation.]
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walls. Thus, steep radial gradients in temperature must be
sustained, which renders the entire flow pattern explicitly
two-dimensional. The most effective and straightforward
means for achieving such profiles is by passing an elec-
tric arc directly through the chamber in some appropriate
geometry. Figure 2 shows a diagram and a photograph of
a prototypical thruster of this class, commonly called an
electrothermal arcjet. Direct currents of tens or hundreds
of amperes are passed through the gas flow between an
upstream conical cathode and a downstream annular an-
ode integral to the exhaust nozzle, generating a tightly
constricted arc column that reaches temperatures of sev-
eral tens of thousands of degrees on its axis. The incom-
ing propellant is usually injected tangentially, then swirls
around, along, and through this arc, expanding in the an-
ode/nozzle to average velocities of tens of thousands of
meters per second. Properly designed and operated, the

chamber and nozzle walls remain tolerably cool under the
steep radial gradients, and even the arc attachment regions
on the cathode and anode are somewhat protected by the
electrode sheath processes, even though the cathode tip
must reach incandescent temperatures to provide the req-
uisite thermionic emission of electron current.

Analytical models of thrusters of this type usually repre-
sent the arc in three segments: a cathode fall region, which
functions to heat the cathode tip and extract electrons from
it; an arc column, wherein ohmic heating hboxsustains the
necessary ionization against interior recombination and
radiation losses; and an anode fall region, wherein the arc
terminates in a diffuse annular attachment on the diverg-
ing nozzle wall, depositing thermal electron energy into
the body of the thruster. Heating of the propellant actually
occurs in two important modes: by direct passage of a core
portion of the flow through the arc itself, and by conduc-
tion and convection to the outer flow from the chamber and
nozzle walls, which themselves have been heated by radi-
ation from the arc column and by the anode attachment.
This latter, regenerative component rescues the efficiency
of the thruster somewhat from the detrimental frozen flow
losses associated with the failure of the hottest portion of
the core flow to recover much of the energy invested in its
ionization and dissociation. Aside from these frozen flow
losses, the efficiency also suffers from viscous effects,
nonuniform heat addition across the flow, and heat depo-
sition in the near-electrode regions due to voltage drops
in the electrode sheaths.

Arcjets on contemporary operational flights typically
use catalytically decomposed hydrazine as propellant and
operate at a power level of about 1.5 kW with an ex-
haust velocity between 5000 and 6000 m/sec and an effi-
ciency up to 40%. While ammonia, by virtue of its lower
molecular mass, can offer an exhaust velocity as high
as 9000 m/sec at the same power levels, the associated
complexity of the mass feeding system favors the use of

FIGURE 2 Photograph and schematic of a 1.5-kW arcjet in
operation. [Courtesy of the Primex Corporation.]
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TABLE 17–3. Selected Performance Values of a Typical Resistojet with Augmentation

Propellant for resistojet Hydrazine liquid, decomposed by catalysis
Inlet pressure (MPa) 0.689–2.41
Catalyst outlet temperature (K) 1144
Resistojet outlet temperature (K) 1922
Thrust (N) 0.18–0.33
Flow rate (kg/sec) 5.9 ! 10"5 " 1.3 ! 10"4

Speci!c impulse in vacuum (sec) 280–304
Power for heater (W) 350–510
Power for valve (max.) (W) 9
Thruster mass (kg) 0.816
Total impulse (N-sec) 311,000
Number of pulses 500,000
Status Operational

Source: Data sheet for model MR-501, Aerojet Rocketdyne.

(stabilized with yttrium and zirconia), as well as cermets. For high-temperature
electrical (but not thermal) insulation, boron nitride has been used effectively.

A design objective in resitojets is to keep heat losses in the chamber low relative
to the power consumed. This can be done by (1) the use of external insulation,
(2) internally located radiation shields, and (3) entrant "ow layers or cascades.
Another important reason for heat-isolation is to keep any stored propellant from
overheating under all operating conditions, including thrust termination (liquid
hydrazine may detonate if heated above 480 K and in some cases at temperatures as
low as 370 K).

The choice of chamber pressure is in"uenced by several factors. For a given mass
"ow rate, in molecular gases high pressures reduce molecular gas dissociation losses
in the chamber, increase the rate of recombination in nozzle exhausts, improve heat
exchanger performance, and reduce the size of both the chamber and the nozzle.
However, high pressures cause higher heat transfer losses, higher stresses at the
chamber walls, and may accelerate the rate of nozzle throat erosion. The lifetime of
resistojet hardware is often dictated by the nozzle throat life. Good design practice,
admittedly a compromise, sets the chamber pressure in the range of 15 to 200 psia.

Thruster ef!ciencies of resistojets range between 65 and 85%, depending on pro-
pellant composition and exhaust gas temperature. In Table 17–3, the speci!c impulse
and thrust increase as the electric power of the heater is increased. An increase in
"ow rate (at constant speci!c power) results in an actual decrease in performance.
The highest speci!c power (power over mass "ow rate) is achieved at relatively low
"ow rates, low thrusts, and modest heater augmentation. At suf!ciently high temper-
atures, dissociation of molecular gases noticeably reduces the energy that is available
for thermodynamic expansion.

Even with its comparatively lower value of speci!c impulse, the resistojet’s
superior ef!ciency contributes to far higher values of thrust/power (see Eq. 17–3)
than any of its competitors. Additionally, these engines possess the lowest overall
system empty mass since they do not require power processors and their plumes

Most useful in situations with excess power



Arcjet

‣ Gasses heated to very high 
temperature by electrical discharge 
(arc) 

‣ Isp as high as 1,000 s at high power 
(30kW) & efficiencies higher than 
40% 

‣ Hard to scale < 1kW, lifetime limited 
by heat damage to materials
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FIGURE 17–6. Perspective drawing of a 2-kW arcjet thruster. Its performance is initially
augmented by the catalytic-decomposition of hydrazine into moderately hot gases, which are
in turn fed through an electric arc and further heated. The arc is located at the centerline of
the !ow passage at the throat region of a converging-diverging nozzle. Courtesy of Aerojet
Rocketdyne, Redmond Operations

TABLE 17–4. On-Orbit Data for the 2-kW MR-510 Hydrazine Arcjet System

Propellant Hydrazine
Steady thrust 222–258 mN
Mass !ow rate 40 mg/sec
Feed pressure 200–260 psia
Power control unit (PCU) input 4.4 kW (two thrusters)
System input voltage 70 V DC
PCU ef"ciency 91%
Speci"c impulse 570–600 sec
Dimensions

Arcjet (approx.) 237 ! 125 ! 91 mm3

PCU 631 ! 359 ! 108 mm3

Mass
Arcjet (4) and cable 6.3 kg
PCU 15.8 kg

Total impulse 1,450,900 N-sec

Source: From Ref 17–13.

Source: Sutton, Rocket Propulsion Elements
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Kaufman Ion Thruster

Deep Space 1 hot fire in vacuum chamber at JPL

‣ Rely on electrostatic (Coloumb) acceleration of ions 

‣ Developed by NASA in 1960’s, rarely used until 1990’s 

‣ Highest ∆V spacecraft (Deep Space 1, Dawn) have used Ion 
thrusters for propulsion.  Dawn achieved 11.5 km/sec
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FIGURE 17–7. Simpli!ed schematic diagram of an electron bombardment ion thruster show-
ing, enlarged, a two-screen accelerator grid section. Presently thrusters use a three-grid accel-
eration unit and permanent magnets instead of coils.

Using Eqs. 17–18 (with !i ! 0) and 17–22 and letting the beam cross section
be circular so that the current through each grid hole (see Fig.17–7) becomes I =
("D2#4)j, the corresponding thrust may be rewritten as

F = (2#9)"#0D2V2
acc#d2 (17–23)

In SI units, this classical space-charge limited relation becomes

F = 6.18 $ 10%12V2
acc(D#d)2 (17–24)

The ratio of a beam’s diameter D to the accelerator–electrode grid spacing d is
regarded as an aspect ratio for the ion accelerator region. Formultiple grids with equal
holes (see Figs. 17–7 and 17–8) the diameter D is that of the individual perforation



Electrostatic Acceleration (Vintage electronics quiz)
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vc can be interpreted as the speed the dry mass of the power-
plant would achieve if its power output were fully converted
to kinetic energy of its mass, mpp.
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Ion Thruster Propellants

Prefer large molecular mass and low first ionization potential
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TABLE 17–5. Ionization Potentials for Various Gases

Gas
Ionization

Potential (eV)
Molecular or Atomic Mass

(kg/kg-mol)

Cesium vapor 3.9 132.9
Bismuth 7.3 209
Mercury vapor 10.4 200.59
Xenon 12.08 131.30
Krypton 14.0 83.80
Hydrogen, molecular 15.4 2.014
Argon 15.8 39.948

Example 17–2. For an electron-bombardment ion thruster that uses a two-grid accelerator
section and xenon gas the following data are given:

Working !uid xenon (131.3 kg/kg-mol, 12.08 eV)
Net accelerator voltage 750 V
Distance d between accelerator grids 2.5 mm
Diameter D of each grid opening 2.0 mm
Number of holes per grid 25,000

Determine the thrust, exhaust velocity, speci"c impulse, mass !ow rate, propellant needed
for 91 days’ operation, the power of the exhaust jets, and the thruster ef"ciency including
ionization losses. Assume !i ! 0.

SOLUTION. The ideal thrust from each beamlet is obtained from Eq. 17–24:

F = 6.18 " 10#12 " (750)2 " (2$2.5)2 = 2.23 " 10#6N per beam

The total ideal thrust is obtained by multiplying by the number of holes in the accelerator grid:

F = 25,000 " 2.23 " 10#6 = 55.67 mN

The exhaust velocity and speci"c impulse are obtained from Eq. 17–16:

! = 13,800
!
750$131.3 = 32,982 m$ sec

Is = 32,982$9.81 = 3362 sec

The overall mass !ow rate, obtained from Eq. 2–6, is

"m = F$! = 55.67 " 10#3$32,982 = 1.68 " 10#6 kg$ sec

For a cumulative period of 91 days or 7.8624 x 106 sec of operation, the amount of xenon
propellant needed (assuming no losses) is

mp = "mtp = 1.68 " 7.8624 = 13.27 kg
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plant would achieve if its power output were fully converted
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TABLE II. Characteristics of main EP thruster types. Data taken from Refs. 6, 36, 68, 105, and 113–118. For reasons of clarity, we have combined the HET and HEMPT as
well as MPDT and ECR into one class, since they exhibit similar performances. It should also be mentioned that there are mixed versions of these engines, e.g., a GIE can
be based on a plasma generation using the ECR principle. In the case of the ECR engine listed here, we refer to an electrodeless variant, as described in Sec. IV C. The
specified parameters are not limited to thrusters with flight heritage. The given ranges of parameters can therefore be much wider than typical flight parameters would suggest.
The electrical efficiency ηe of the thrusters is defined by Eq. (9).

Resistojet Arcjet GIE HET/HEMPT PPT MPDT/ECR

Type Electrothermal Electrothermal Electrostatic Electrostatic Electromagnetic Electromagnetic
Achievable thrust 0.5–6000 50–6800 0.01–750 0.01–2000 0.05–10 0.001–2000(mN)
Isp (s) 150–850 130–2200 1 500–10 000 600–3000 1400–2700 200–3200
Efficiency ηe (%) 30–110a) 25–60 30–90 20–70 5–30 20–70b)
Thrust-to-power 450–700 150–600 20–250 150–300 50–200 150–500ratio (mN/kW)
Operational time Month Month Years Month Years Weeks

Propellants NH3, hydrazine, H2, N2, hydrazine, Xe, Kr, Ar, Xe, Kr, Ar, and I2 PTFE Ar, Xe, H2, and LiH2, Xe, and N2 and NH3 Bi, I2, and H2O

Benefit Low level of High thrust High Isp and High Simple device and High Isp and high
complexity high efficiency power-to-thrust-ratio solid propellant thrust density

Drawback Very low Isp Low efficiency
Low thrust High beam

Low efficiency
Low lifetime and

density and divergence and high power
complex PPU channel erosion requirement

a)Equation (9) does not take into account the contribution of chemical energy and cold-flow power to the increase in the specific impulse. Therefore, electrical efficiencies higher than
100% are achievable (cf. Ref. 105).
b)MPDT only.

High Isp values correspond to a high mass efficiency, i.e., less
propellant is needed for the same thrust. However, these high values
are typically accompanied by a higher electrical power input so that
the thrust-to-power ratio usually decreases. The choice of the appro-
priate propulsion system is, therefore, always a trade-off between the
available electrical power and the amount of propellant that can be
transported. For high Isp-values, this power is mainly determined by
the jet power Pjet of the exhausted ion beam given by

Pjet = 1
2
ṁv2ex. (5)

For the thrust, this results in the useful relationship

T = 2Pjet
Isp ⋅ g . (6)

In principle, all essential mission parameters concerning the EP sys-
tem can be derived from Eq. (6). For example, increasing the thrust
without changing the mass output ṁ leads to an increase in jet
power. Assuming that a satellite with a dry mass of one ton and
500 kg propellant is sent out with a 20 kW engine with an Isp of
5000 s, a �v of about 20.3 km/s can be achieved (with a correspond-
ing thrust of about 0.8 N). This would allow a mission to the outer
planets of the solar system. If one nowwants to travel tomore distant
destinations, one could of course increase the amount of propel-
lant, but due to the logarithmic dependence of �v in the Tsiolkovsky
equation, the increase in �v is less than if one increased the actual
Isp value [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. However, the jet power is linked to the Isp

by the relation Pjet ∝ Isp2, so thrusters of a higher power class would
have to be used. An increase in the Isp can be achieved, for example,
with GIEs with 4-grid ion optics.122,123

A number of additional characteristic quantities are defined for
ion thrusters. Since the thrust is mainly generated by the amount of
exhausted ions ṁi, the introduction of a mass utilization efficiency
ηm, i.e., the proportion of ions emitted in relation to the amount of
propellant admitted ṁp, is reasonable,

ηm = ṁi

ṁp
. (7)

For singly charged ions and an atomic propellant, the following
applies:

ηm = Ib
e
M
ṁp

, (8)

where Ib stands for the exhausted ion beam current,M stands for the
atomic mass, and e stands for the elementary charge. From the point
of electrical efficiency, it makes sense to introduce the relation

ηe = Pjet
PT

, (9)

i.e., the ratio of jet power Pjet and total input power PT provided to
the thruster. The total input power is made up of the jet power and
the power Pd required for ion production. Figure 5 shows the thrust-
to-power ratio as a function of Isp for various EP systems and their
thrust efficiency according to Eq. (9). In ion thrusters, the ions are
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TABLE II. Characteristics of main EP thruster types. Data taken from Refs. 6, 36, 68, 105, and 113–118. For reasons of clarity, we have combined the HET and HEMPT as
well as MPDT and ECR into one class, since they exhibit similar performances. It should also be mentioned that there are mixed versions of these engines, e.g., a GIE can
be based on a plasma generation using the ECR principle. In the case of the ECR engine listed here, we refer to an electrodeless variant, as described in Sec. IV C. The
specified parameters are not limited to thrusters with flight heritage. The given ranges of parameters can therefore be much wider than typical flight parameters would suggest.
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density and divergence and high power
complex PPU channel erosion requirement

a)Equation (9) does not take into account the contribution of chemical energy and cold-flow power to the increase in the specific impulse. Therefore, electrical efficiencies higher than
100% are achievable (cf. Ref. 105).
b)MPDT only.
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have to be used. An increase in the Isp can be achieved, for example,
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A number of additional characteristic quantities are defined for
ion thrusters. Since the thrust is mainly generated by the amount of
exhausted ions ṁi, the introduction of a mass utilization efficiency
ηm, i.e., the proportion of ions emitted in relation to the amount of
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For singly charged ions and an atomic propellant, the following
applies:
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where Ib stands for the exhausted ion beam current,M stands for the
atomic mass, and e stands for the elementary charge. From the point
of electrical efficiency, it makes sense to introduce the relation

ηe = Pjet
PT

, (9)

i.e., the ratio of jet power Pjet and total input power PT provided to
the thruster. The total input power is made up of the jet power and
the power Pd required for ion production. Figure 5 shows the thrust-
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Hall Thruster Physics 
A Hall thruster schematic is shown in the figure above. It consist of a coaxial annular cavity 
where plasma is created by passing current between the annular anode on the upstream 
end of an otherwise dielectric cavity and the externally located cathode. The propellant 
enters this plasma cavity via an annular manifold at the anode. A radial magnetic field is 
applied, either by ring-shaped permanent magnets, or through coils and soft iron yokes. The 
magnetic field greatly slows down the axial mean velocity of the electrons, which, due to the 
low collisionality prevailing, are forced to execute mostly E~ ⇥ B~ drift around the annulus, 
while being radially confined by sheaths on the insulating walls. 
The ions meanwhile, are only weakly a↵ected by the magnetic field, and, if the density is 
low enough that collisions are rare, are simply accelerated by the electrostatic field to an 
exit velocity 

2e� 
vi = (1) 

mi 

where � is the potential at the place where the ion is created (with respect to the outside 
potential). Because of the quasi-neutrality facilitated by the presence of the electrons, no 
space-charge limitation arises in this type of thruster (as opposed to gridded ion thrusters), 
and the acceleration distance can be several cm, compared to the typical 0.5�1 mm gap used 
in ion engines. This flexibility is one of the main advantages of the Hall thruster, removing 
the strong thrust density limitation dictated by the Child-Langmuir law in ion engines. 
To the extent that collisions do occur, but, more importantly, because of electron scattering 
by a combination of plasma electrostatic fluctuations and wall collisions, electrons also travel 
axially across the magnetic field under the influence of the applied axial electric field. They 
are then collected by the upstream anode, and pumped by the power supply to an external 
cathode. The emitted electrons mainly join the accelerated ions to form a neutralized plasma 
beam, but, inevitably, a fraction also diverts upstream into the accelerator section. This 

2  

fraction is to be minimized (this is the role of the magnetic field) because their acceleration 
to the anode potential is one of the devices loss mechanisms. On the other hand, not all of 
this energy is lost to the anode, because a good part of it is used to produce ionization of 
the injected neutral gas. 

The name “Hall Thruster” arises form the mechanism by 
which thrust forces are exerted on the solid parts of the 
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engine. As indicated, ions are simply accelerated by the 
electrostatic field, but since the ions are in a quasineutral 
plasma throughout, an equal and opposite electrostatic 
force is exerted on the free electrons in that plasma. How-
ever, in the presence of the radial magnetic field, these 
electrons are not free to accelerate towards the anode; in-
stead, they drift azimuthally (perpendicular to both E~ and 
~B) at such a velocity as to generate an equal and oppo-
site magnetic force on themselves. If we denote by x the 
forward axial direction the electrons end up drifting with 
a velocity, 

E~ ⇥ ~B 
~v✓ = (2)

B2 

The ions have no such azimuthal drift (or have a very small one, because their gyro (Larmor) 
radius is larger than the device’s length), and so a net azimuthal current density arises, called 
a Hall current, 

E~ ⇥ ~B~j✓ = �ene (3)
B2 

Given this current, the magnetic (Lorentz) force density on it is f~ = ~j✓ ⇥ B~ , and an equal 
and opposite force is exerted by the plasma currents on the magnetic structure. We then 
have, 

~ ~f = eneE (4) 

i.e., the same as the forward electrostatic force on the ions, as it should be. The important 
point is that the structure is not electrostatically acted on (electric fields and electric pres-
sures are too weak here), but magnetically, through the Hall current - hence the name. The 
device is a Hall thruster, but an electrostatic accelerator, a duality which has led to some 
confusion. 

Electron di↵usion in a magnetic field 
The description of Hall thruster physics cannot be complete without some discussion of the 
di↵usion of electrons towards the anode, forced by its higher electric potential. Eventually, as 
is the case in the ionization chamber of ion engines, all electrons, primaries and secondaries 
are collected by the anode. The goal is to maximize the lifetime of electrons to increase the 
probability of ionizing collisions with neutrals. 

3  

‣ Hall effect confines electrons to 
azimuthal drift 

‣ Electron drift facilitates quasi-neutral 
plasma - no space charge limit! 

‣ Acceleration of ions over cm rather 
than mm with Kaufman thruster



Hall effect Thruster

‣ No grids -> long lifetime 

‣ Efficiencies lower than Kaufman, largely due to electron 
acceleration towards anode 

‣ Hall thrusters originally developed in US in 1960’s but 
abandoned 

‣ Later developed in 1970’s in USSR into operational 
devices 

‣ Hugely popular right now - options from 100W to 100kW

NASA X3 100kW Hall Thruster firing at PEPL

Busek smallest Hall thruster 
200W @ 1,375 s Isp
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be electrostatically neutralized within a very few units of
grid spacing. This is typically achieved by provision of a
flux of electrons, usually from another hollow cathode dis-
charge, which fortuitously mix effectively within the ion
beam by means of a variety of microscopic and macro-
scopic internal scattering processes. Once so neutralized,
this plasma constitutes a downstream “virtual electrode”
that completes the axial potential pattern.

4. System Aspects and Application History

Although they are technically the most complex EP sys-
tems, ion engines like those outlined above and shown
in Fig. 5 have been the most thoroughly developed and
tested of all EP devices. Their appeal stems primarily from
their maturity, demonstrated long lifetime (>20,000 hr),
relatively low beam divergence (<20 deg) and high effi-
ciency (65%) at a useful exhaust velocity (30,000 m/sec),
and power levels between 200 and 4000 W. These advan-
tages are somewhat offset by low thrust density, system
complexity, and high-voltage requirements which trans-
late into power processing unit (PPU) specific masses
as high as 10 kg/kW. Their space-worthiness has been
demonstrated by more than a dozen U.S. and Soviet flight
tests, starting in 1962, which have provided guidance and
validation to ground-based research and development ef-
forts that have led to the optimization of their designs and
materials.

The first operational use of ion thrusters occurred in
1994 on the Japanese ETS-6 and COMETS satellites, for
which four 12-cm ion engines provided NSSK propulsion.
This was followed in 1997 by PAS-5, which inaugurated
the first U.S. commercial satellite bus to rely on ion propul-
sion for GEO station keeping.

FIGURE 5 A 30-cm bombardment ion engine. [Courtesy of
Hughes Aircraft Co.]

While ion engines compete well with other EP op-
tions for near-earth applications, their ability to operate
efficiently and reliably at even higher exhaust velocities
makes them ideally suited for energetic (i.e., high !!)
deep-space missions, where long thrusting times can be
tolerated. In 1998, NASA ’s Deep Space 1 became the first
interplanetary mission to benefit from ion propulsion. On
its way to its encounter with asteroid Braille, the space-
craft used a xenon bombardment ion propulsion system
to provide the required !! over 1800 hr of thrust, while
consuming only 12 kg of propellant and demonstrating in-
space performance within 1% of that measured in ground
tests. Various commercial and scientific missions using
ion propulsion are slated for launch in the next few years,
including the world’s first sample-and-return attempt from
an asteroid by the Japanese MUSES-C spacecraft.

C. Other Electrostatic Propulsion Concepts

Many of the complexities of ion bombardment sources,
multibeam focusing grids, electromagnets, and other sub-
systems of ion thrusters can be bypassed altogether if only
minute thrust levels are needed. Creating a high electric
field concentration at the lips of a capillary slit, as shown
in Fig. 6, allows direct ionization from the liquid phase of
a metal to be achieved by field emission, and the resulting
ion beam can be accelerated electrostatically to very high
velocities. Field emission electric propulsion (FEEP) de-
vices of this kind have evolved in Europe since the late
1970s and have unique characteristics and advantages. In
a typical FEEP device, cesium propellant from a small
reservoir is allowed to wet the inside of a 1-µm capillary
channel and form a free surface between the blade-edge
lips of the emitter. An electric field of a few kilovolts is

FIGURE 6 Schematic of a field emission electric propulsion
(FEEP) device.

Enpulsion 40W nano-
FEEP thruster

Colloid thruster 
array

‣ Medium to very-
high Isp 

‣ High efficiency 

‣ Scales to very 
small power 

‣ Limited thrust 
(FEEP) 

‣ Limited Isp 
(Colloid) 

‣ Lot of interest for 
SmallSat missions
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When the thruster is operated below 200 kW, the self-
induced magnetic field becomes only marginally sufficient
to provide the desired body force, and external fields are
frequently added to enhance performance in this range.
However, in its megawatt versions, the self-field MPDT
has the unique capability, among all developed electric
thrusters, of processing very high power levels in a simple,
compact, and robust device that can produce thrust den-
sities as high as 105 N/m2. These features have rendered
the steady-state MPDT particularly attractive for energetic
deep-space missions requiring high thrust levels, such as
piloted and cargo missions to Mars and the outer planets,
as well as for nearer-term orbit raising missions.

In addition to the present unavailability of high power
in space, the cathode erosion rates of the steady-state
MPDT (which can be as high as 0. 2 µg/C), have slowed
the evolution of steady-state MPDTs toward flight ap-
plications. A version of the steady-state MPDT, called
the lithium Lorentz-force accelerator (Li-LFA), shown in
Fig. 9, uses a multichannel hollow cathode and lithium
propellant to substantially reduce the cathode erosion
problem while significantly raising the thrust efficiency
at moderately high power levels. For example, a 200-kW
Li-LFA has demonstrated essentially erosion-free opera-
tion over 500 hr of steady thrusting at 12.5 N, 4000 sec
Is , and 48% efficiency. Since no other electric thruster
has yet shown such a high power processing capability,
the Li-LFA is at the forefront of propulsion options for
nuclear-powered deep-space exploration and heavy cargo
missions to the outer planets.

FIGURE 9 A 100-kW-class, lithium MPDT or Lorentz-force
accelerator.

In order to benefit from the advantages of MPD propul-
sion on today’s power-limited spacecraft, the MPDT can
also be operated in a quasi-steady (QS) pulsed mode using
flat-top high-current pulses long enough (>350 µsec) for
a steady-state current pattern to dominate the acceleration
process. The QS-MPDT can thus benefit from the high
efficiency associated with the instantaneous high power,
while drawing low steady-state power from the spacecraft
bus. This approach was adopted in the first MPDT to fly
as a propulsion system, a 1-kW-class QS-MPDT that op-
erated successfully in 1996 onboard the Japanese Space
Flyer Unit. (Previous MPDT spaceflight tests by Japan
and the Russia in 1975, 1977, 1980, and 1983 were purely
experimental.)

While no present operational spacecraft employ MPD
propulsion systems, ongoing research and development
activities in Russia and the United States on the Li-LFA,
and in Europe and Japan on the gas-fed MPDT, aim at fur-
ther improving the performance and lifetime of the steady-
state MPDT to a level that meets near-future advanced
propulsion needs.

D. Hall Thrusters

1. Operating Principles

If any electromagnetic accelerator is operated at low
enough plasma density or high enough magnetic field, the
current driven through it will divert from strict alignment
with the applied electric field to acquire a component in
the E ! B direction—a form of the well-known “Hall ef-
fect” that derives from the ability of the current-carrying
electrons to execute significant portions of their cycloidal
motions in the crossed fields before transferring their mo-
mentum to the heavy particles. In extreme cases, this Hall-
current component can totally dominate the conduction or
“Lorentz” component.

Low-density Hall-current accelerators exploit this ef-
fect by providing channel and field geometries that lock
the plasma electrons into a nearly collisionless cross-
stream drift, which leaves the positive ions free to
accelerate downstream under a component of the ap-
plied electric field. In a sense, such devices are hybrid
electrostatic–electromagnetic accelerators with space-
charge neutralization automatically provided by the back-
ground of drifting electrons. Because the magnetic fields
in these devices are externally supplied, and because the
mass flow densities are intrinsically low, these thrusters
optimize their performance at considerably lower powers
than those of the self-field MPD devices.

2. Evolution and Present Capabilities

Coaxial Hall plasma accelerators were optimized in the
Former Russia during the late 1960s to the late 1990s,
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ejecting the propellants; and modes of delivery of the req-
uisite electrical power. As a result of ongoing research
and development since the late 1950s, a huge number of
such possible permutations of the electromagnetic propul-
sion concept have been studied, both experimentally and
theoretically, but only a few have survived the gauntlet
of requisite efficiency, reliability, range of performance,
and system compatibility to retain enduring technolog-
ical promise. Of these, most advanced are the steady
or quasi-steady magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters,
the Hall-current accelerators, and the pulsed plasma
devices.

C. Magnetoplasmadynamic Thrusters

1. Operating Principles

As sketched in Fig. 8, the magnetoplasmadynamic thruster
(MPDT) is characterized by a coaxial geometry consti-
tuted by a central cathode, an annular anode, and some
form of interelectrode insulator. Gaseous propellants are
introduced into the upstream portion of the channel,
whereafter they are ionized by passage through an intense,
azimuthally uniform electric arc standing in the interelec-
trode gap. If the arc current is high enough, its associated
azimuthal magnetic field is sufficient to exert the desired
axial and radial body forces on the propellant flow, directly
accelerating it downstream and compressing it toward the
centerline into an extremely hot plasma just beyond the
cathode tip. Subsequent expansion of this plasma, along
with the direct axial acceleration, yields the requisite ex-
haust velocity.

Theoretically, these self-field accelerators can be rep-
resented in relatively simple continuum plasmadynamic
form or in more elaborate three-fluid plasma kinetic for-
mulations. Irrespective of their interior details, electro-
magnetic tensor analysis yields a generic thrust relation:

T = µJ 2
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FIGURE 8 Magnetoplasmadynamic thruster (MPDT) schematic.

where T is the total thrust, µ the vacuum magnetic per-
meability, J the total arc current, ra and rc the effective
arc attachment radii on the anode and cathode, and A a
parameter slightly less than unity that depends on the finer
details of the current attachment patterns on the electrodes.
Note that this relation, which generally agrees with exper-
iments, is independent of the mass flow rate and any other
properties of the propellant, thus the exhaust velocity must
scale as the ratio J 2/ṁ. An important nondimensional
scaling parameter, " , which arises in several other empiri-
cal and theoretical contexts, including the onset of severe
erosion and the appearance of various modes of plasma
waves and instabilities, is calculated from the following
formula:
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where the propellant is represented by its ionization poten-
tial #i and atomic mass M . Nominal MPDT operation is
achieved at " " 1, while stable and low-erosion operation
is typically limited to " < 2. The lifetime of such devices
is limited by component erosion, most notably evapora-
tion of cathode material, and the performance is bounded
by losses associated with ionization and thermal energy
frozen in the flow as well as losses in the electrode sheaths.
The modeling and control of many loss mechanisms are
complicated by the presence of plasma turbulence due to
current-driven microinstabilities which can cause exces-
sive ionization and heating.

In space applications, the optimum power range of op-
eration will be delimited on the low side by the need to
ionize the propellant fully and to keep the electrode losses
relatively small compared with the thrust power. The up-
per power limit will be set either by tolerable erosion rates
and plasma instabilities, or by the realities of the overall
system, including the available space power source and as-
sociated heat rejection equipment. At megawatt power lev-
els and corresponding propellant flow rates, both ground
testing and space testing of these highly promising devices
present formidable technological and economic problems.
Indeed, at present there are no U.S. facilities capable of
long-term megawatt operation of steady-state MPDTs.

2. Present and Projected Capabilities

The MPDT has demonstrated its capability of provid-
ing specific impulses in the range of 1500–8000 sec with
thrust efficiencies exceeding 40%. High efficiency (above
30%) is typically reached only at high power levels (above
100 kW); consequently, the steady-state version of the
MPDT is regarded as a high-power propulsion option.

100kW lithium 
MPD thruster

‣ Very high power and F/A potential (MW and 105 N/m2) 

‣ Simple geometry (very much like arcjet) but cathode erosion is a problem 

‣ Low efficiencies below about 100kW -> power source problematic 

‣ Currently no US facilities to capable of long-term testing of MW-scale MPD



Pulsed plasma thruster (PPT)

‣ Very simple devices with solid-state propellant 

‣ Low average power (and thrust) 

‣ Mediocre Isp (~1,000 s) 

‣ Very low efficiency 

‣ Primarily of interest for attitude control on spacecraft



Applicability of the technologies
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FIGURE 17–1. Overview of the approximate regions of application of different electrical
propulsion systems in terms of power and specific impulse.

mass). Modern satellites and other spacecraft have substantial communications
requirements. Typically these satellites can share their electrical power sources,
thus avoiding the penalty to the propulsion system. What remains to be tagged to
the propulsion system is the power-conditioning equipment, except in instances
where it is also shared with other spacecraft components.

Electric propulsion has been considered for space applications since the incep-
tion of the space program in the 1950s but has only begun to make widespread
impact since the mid-1990s. This is a result of the availability of sufficiently large
amounts of electrical power in spacecraft. References 17–2 to 17–4 are devoted
to electric propulsion. Basic principles on electric propulsion devices are given
in these references, along with applications, although the information relates to
older versions of such devices. Table 17–2 gives a comparison of advantages and
disadvantages of several types of electric propulsion. Pulsed devices differ from
continuous or steady state in that startup and shutdown transients may degrade
their effective performance. Pulsed devices, however, are of practical importance,
as is detailed later in this chapter.

The applications for electric propulsion fall into several broad mission cate-
gories (these have already been introduced in Chapter 4):

1. Overcoming translational and rotational perturbations in satellite orbits,
such as north–south station keeping (NSSK) of satellites in geosynchronous

Source: Sutton, Rocket Propulsion Elements



Applications - Near earth

SpaceX Starlink uses electric thrusters 
for orbit adjustment and maintenance

JAXA Super-low Altitude Test 
(SLAT) mission (200km)

Most modern GEO’s use EP to raise 
from GTO to GEO



Power Sources



Solar

Solar-electric propelled spacecraft

Large array flash testing

Solar cell’s have become dramatically more efficient 
and capable over time - 100kW+ now feasible

Deep-space missions 
problematic due to 1/r2



Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG)

Hot Pu238

Often only practical option for deep space operations

‣     decay of plutonium-238 w/ 
half-life of 87 years 

‣ Practical power limit is 100’s W

α



Nuclear Fission

Soviet TOPAZ 
Thermionic Reactor 

120kWt (5kWe)

US SNAP-10A 
thermoelectric reactor 

30kWt (0.5kWe)
Artist rendition of nuclear-electric 

mission to Jupiter



Nuclear Fission - Potential

NERVA achieved 4,000MWt during 
ground testing in 1960’s

NASA / DOE KRUSTY reactor successfully 
tested in 2018 

4 kWt (1kWe) Stirling cycle 
Easily scalable to 10kWe

Nuclear-electric may be only viable option for 
very-high power missions



Power conditioners

‣ Efficient, compact power processing / conditioning is essential at the system level 

‣ Electrostatic thrusters require high voltages - designing for vacuum can be 
challenging due to breakdown 

‣ FEEP and colloid thrusters are lower voltage 

‣ Arcjet and MPD thrusters require complex HV start circuitry

Trend in high-speed power electronics (Si, GaN, SiC) is 
having a large impact on power supply



For more

• MIT Lectures on Electric Propulsion 

• JPL Book on Electric Propulsion 

• Princeton overview of EP (very accessible) 

• https://aip.scitation.org/doi/pdf/10.1063/5.0010134

https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/aeronautics-and-astronautics/16-522-space-propulsion-spring-2015/lecture-notes/
https://descanso.jpl.nasa.gov/SciTechBook/series1/Goebel__cmprsd_opt.pdf
https://alfven.princeton.edu/publications/ep-encyclopedia-2001

